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THE ~SOURCES AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA
DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
MARINE RESOURCES OPERATIONS
REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF DECEt-fBER 1964
The violent late December storms have adversely affected the entire northern Cali-
fornia fishing fleet. The effects of this month's storms go far beyond loss of
fishing time due to rough seas, and will be felt for maqy future months.
Flood waters carried untold thousands of large logs, debris, and si1~ onto the off-
shore fishing grounds. The changes in the bottom, through silting and scouring, plu~
the hazard of debris make it difficult for the otter trawl fleet to effectively fish
until the grounds have been re-surveyed. The rough seas have prevented the crab
fleet from pulling their gear for the past 10 days. To date there is no estimate of
lost traps.
Probably the most severe economic blow to the industry was the loss of the transpor-
tation network for distributing processed sea foods. Plans are being made for sea
and air transportation of the finished product. With Humboldt County being supplied
by airlift, returning planes may welcome outgoing cargo. At the present time, high-
way 299 to Redding looks most promising for early repair. Although blocked by sev-
eral slides, only one bridge was reported washed out. At the time of writing this
report (late December), it was snowing heavily in the mountains and the Eureka
waterfront was White.
An albacore tagged locally in September 1963, was recaptured 600 miles e~st of Tokyo.
It is the ninth return from the Japanese fishery~ the first since 1959, and the first
from our joint program with MBRF.
The annual Pismo clam census revealed one of the 10 b~st sets of young clams at Pismo
Beach in the 40-year history of our census. However, at Morro Bay there still has
not been a meaningful hatch of clams since 1945.
1964 was the best year ever for bonito fishing from partyboats, 1.25 million fish
having been caught by partyboat anglers through November.
Ninety-eight sand bass and spotted sand bass were tagged during December in Newport
Bay, bringing the total for the year (in southern California) to 625.
The "most likely" crab catch for the Eureka area 1s 4.75 million pounds with a range
of 3.7-5.8 million pounds -- not 3.7 million "most likely" as reported in Nqvember.
A local purse seiner reported "lots" of Japaneselo~gliners off Baja California
about 600 miles south of Los Angeles.
Two marlin tagged off southern California by MBRF were recaptured near Cape San
Lucas within a month by Japanese longliners.
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NINETEEN SIXTY-FOUR
PELAGIC FISH
Sardine Prediction
The Department prepared its 1964-65 sardine season catch
prediction of 5,000 to 10,000 tons with 7,500 tons as the
"most likely" tonnage for the September 4th Marine Research
Committee meeting; however, it was not formally presented.
By November 30 approximately 4,800 tons had been landed by
the California sardine fleet, of this, 2,600 tons had been
landed on opening night. Preliminary estimates indicate that
we have "hit the nail on the head" for the 9th consecutive
year.
CalCOFI Conference
The Department sponsored the 27th annual CalCOFI conference
at Lake Arrowhead November 23 to 25, chaired by John L.
Baxter of the Pelagic Fish Program, and highlighted by the
first symposium ever held covering the worldwide distributed
anchovy~ genus ,Engraulis. Outstanding scientists from Japan,
Peru, Australia and Argentina took part or contributed
papers to the sessions along with CalCOFI personneL During
the 2~ day meeting 26 papers were presented of which six were
by Dept. of Fish and Game employees •
.£omputer Program - Sea Surve.y
A computer program has been written which will compute
mathematically the past sea survey data and the output can
be published directly as a data report.
Sea survey data can be thus made available in a highly useful
form for research projects soon after completion of a cruise.
This program satisfies the need for swiftly and accurately
presenting field data in a refined and useful form. Data for
1950, 1951 and 1955 cruises have been programmed and are being
prepared for publication.
Publications
'-q . ....
The Sand Shark, Caracharias ferox (Risso), in Californiao
Anita E. Daugherty DF&G 50 (1):6~.
Age and Length Composition of the Sardine Catch off the
Pacific Coast of the U.S. and Mexico in 1961-62. Anita
E. Daugherty and Robert S. Wolf. CF&G 50 (4):64.
The Southern California Mackerel Fishery and Age Composition
of the Pacific Mackerel Catch for the 1959-60 and 1960-61
Seasons. Harold Hyatt (Sub. for Pub. November 1964.).
TUNA
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General
1964 was the first year during which the tuna staff remained
at full strength -- a record permitting even greater-than-
usual production.
Mission Bay Research Foundation-Tuna & Marlin Tasging
Thanks to support both in manpower and vessel time from the
MBRF we were able to mark and release 481 albacore and 177
b1uefin tuna. One percent of the albacore and 11 percent
b1uefin have been recovered to date, providing considerable
knowledge about 1964 runs. The albacore were taken late in
the season by the private vessels DORSAL and SEASCO, while
b1uefin were tagged early in the season from the nets of the
seiners CAPE BEVERLY, SEA SCOUT, NANCY-S, PORTUGUESA, and
STARCREST. We also are cooperating with the MBRF in tagging
striped marlin. Two have been recovered by Japanese long1iners
fishing off Mexico.
Cooperative B1uefin Tuna Tagsing - BCF
The third annual tagging cruise was a success with 782 tagged
on a 20-day cruise aboard the chartered vessel M/V WESTPOINT.
Eleven percent have been recaptured, revealing additional
information about the annual migration.
Bluefin Tuna Migrate to Japan
Three bluefin tagged in the California fishery in 1962 were
recaptured near Japan in 1964. This demonstrates that these
fish perform a transpacific migration.
Albacore Prediction and the Preseason Survey
The annual albacore prediction mailed to over 500 commercial
fishermen in May was successful again this season. We
predicted that the main body would move into the fishing grounds
in the Showboat Spot - Guadalupe Island area. Although the
results of our successful preseason cruise caused a flurry of
fishing near San Juan Seamount, the fleet soon moved into the
predicted area and experienced excellent fishing.
Tuna Conference
The tuna staff presented 4 excellent papers at the Fifteenth
Pacific Tuna Conference. This internationally-attended
meeting was convened at the UCLA Regional Conference Center
September 28-30.
•
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PopulationStudie~
Our electrophoresis equipment has been received and calibrated.
It was immediately put to use in analyzing aqueous soluable
fraction of tuna eye lens proteins, from s~ples obtained in
3 geographically distinct areas. Results will be available
shortly.
Publications
Twelve papers were published or submitted during the year:
(1) First Records of the Bigeye Thresher and Slender
Tuna From California (J.E. Fitch and W.E. Craig,
CF&G, 50 (3» •
(2) Bluefin Tuna Tagging in 1963 '.. A Preliminary Report(G.A. Flittner and R.A. Iselin). Calif. Fishery
Market ,News Monthly Summary.
(3) How Old is This Albacore (J.E. Phelan, Outdoor Calif.).
(4) An Analysis of California's Albacore Fishery Through
1961 (H.B. Clemens and W.L. Craig) ~ish Bull, in press).
(5) Intraspecific Eye Lens Protein Differences in Yellowfin
Tuna, Thunnus albacares (A.C. Smith).
(6) Hemoglobin Polymorphism in Bluefin Tuna Thunnus thynnus
(W. G. Burton).
(7) Transpacific Migration of Bluefin Tuna (R.A. Iselin).
(8) Age Composition of the California Commercial Catch of
Bluefin Tuna, 1963-1964 (R.T. Koski).
(9) The Pineal as a Photoreceptor in Albacore Thunnus alalunga
(T.R. Anderson).
(10) Age Composition of the California Albacore Catch, 1960-
1963 (H.W. Frey and J.E. Phelan).
(11) Status of the 1964 Pacific Coast Albacore Fishery (W.L.
Craig, PMFC Annual Rept. in press).
(12) C,atch and Effort Statistics for the California Bluefin
Tuna Fishery, 1962 (R.R. Bell and R.A. Iselin).
SPORTFISH
~elp and Sand~~
Kelp and sand bass~ under management since 1953, supplied over
a million fish to partyboat anglers, 10 percent less than the
1963 record.
More than 500 sand bass were tagged in a three month period.
Several of the 70 bass re~overed were released in 1963.
Sportfish Statistics
Annual and monthly catch summaries of the 1963 and 1964
sportfishing seasons were distributed to 650 recipients.
About 30,000 partyboat logs were carefully scanned before
tabulation 0
The vinyl log book covers sent to partyboat operators in the
California fleet and carrying a brief but pointed message
embossed on each cover secured unprecedented compliance with
F&G Code sections relating to catch logs.
Santa Catalina Island
-
Analysis of the fishery (sport and commercial) since the
opening of the east end to seining in 1963 showed that there
had been no measurable effect, good or bad, to any fishery
during the 16 months period.
Blue Rockfish Mana£ement Study (QJF19R41
Intensive. rocky reef mapping, tagging and trapping ofjuvenile bottomfish in the MOnterey area throughout 1964
resulted in va.luable information on the movements of many
species. The capture and recapture of the same individuals,
some for as many as four times over a year's period, has
given definitive information on the growth of blue rockfish.
Reef mapping and distribution of these maps to fishermen has
enabled allocation of the skiff catch to specific reefs off
Santa Cruz and Monterey.
All four oce~:m fi.shing maps have been completed; three have
been printed and distributed. The fourth is now at the State
printers 0
~a!. Divin,g P'r~ts (DJF17R an~ DJF22R)
Diving surveys were conducted offshore of Corral Beach
(Malibu) and San Onofre to observe and access the biota
present.o Data gathered is being used by the Resources
Agency in recommending procedures to protect these
recreational. areas from any adverse effects of the nuclear
steam generating plants being built there.
-
-
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Diving surveys were conducted~ at the request of Marine
Patrol$ Region 5, on 8. large oil spill off Huntington
Beach to assess the extent of the spill, its danger to the
marine en ironment and means of clean up.
Projec personnel~ Charles H. Turner, Earl E. Ebert and
Robert Ro Given 3 conducted a survey of the marine environ-
ment offshore of San Elijo Lagoon San Diego County, for
the State Water Quality Control Board and San Diego Regional
Water Pollution Control Board. Information obtained ~s
being used to establish water quality requirements necessary
to protect this valuable recreational area from the effects
of effluents being discharged into it from the planned
marine outfal L
Sou~th~rn California~rtfishin& Survey (DJF20R)
The project completed and submitted for publication a report
su~~arizing the results of our survey of sport fishing
activities on public piers and jetties during 1963. The
analysis revealed that an estimated 5.09 million man hours
of fishing was expended in capturing an estimated 1.86
million fish composed of 49 species.
A sampling plan was formulaed and implemented to provide
the basic data for a study of sport fishing activities from
private vessels in southern California marine waters during
1964. This data will be compiled and analyzed in the spring
of 19650 The report summarizing our findings is due June
30, 19650
Some preliminary field work and general planning was
accomplished toward the formulation of a sampling plan to
shed light on sport fishing activities along the southern
California shoreline during 1965.
SHELLFISH
Shellfish La~o~~t~r~
A report on the feasibility of a marine resources rearing
1aborat:ory was prepared and general specifications for such
a faci~ity includin~ construction~ equipment and costs of
operat~on were subm~ttedo
Abalone
An underwater survey has been initiated from Pt. Estero to
Cambria 3 the area 'which produces almost all of California t s
commercial red abalone. Results of the cruises reveal abalones
of all sizes numerous in areas of dense kelp growth.
Cox was invited by the Research Director of the Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry of Japan to learn techniques of
abalone cultu.re as developed by Japanese workers. During
the approximate fou.r weeks visit» Cox observed several
induced spawnings and received practical instructions in
details of mass production.
Crab Larvae
Crab larvae were reared through five zoeal stages and one
megalop stage in the Menlo Park Laboratory aquarium room.
A technical report including drawings and descriptions of
the larvae was submitted for publication in Crustaceana.
Crab Growth
Returns of crab tags from tagging cruises on Department's
research vessels yielded data indicating little migration
and .9 to L 1 inches of growth after 1-1/2 years at liberty.
Cr,ab Prediction
Pre~season surveys revealed that San Francisco crab fishermen
will suffer another poor season of fishing in 1964-65.
Eureka fishermen can expect improved catches for the 1964-65
season. Predictions made by marine biologists at the Menlo
Park Laboratory have been very close to actual landings.
Qx s ter_Cul ture.
Hanging culture experiments with Eureopean flat oysters,
giant Pacific and Kumamoto oysters were continued in the bays
of central California. Growth and survival have been
excellent fo't' the European oyster. This species matured
in Tomales and Drakes Bays. No set of young oysters is
expec·ted» but we can plan for a successful natural set in
1965. A manuscript entitled The Growth and Survival of the
European Q*ster in California has been submitted to the -
National S eIIfisnAssociation for publication.
Shrimp Predi tion
Shrimp project biologists predict improved shrimping in
Areas A (Crescent City~Eureka) and B~l (Fort Bragg) because
of a good showing of very young shrimp in the commercial
catches and during our research cruises in 1964. These
shrimp will become catchable and marketable in 1965.
BOTTOMFISH
Cruises
Several rese,a.rch crui.ses aboard department vessels were
completed in 1964. In MOnterey Bay» English sole were collect-
ed for gro'wth studies during three short crui.ses aboard the
NAUTILUS. During a 30 day cruise on the N.B. SCOFILED off
central California near Shelter Cove and Bodega Bay, 2,864
petrale sole were tagged for migration and growth studies.
-
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An eXFerimerstal rockfish tagging study was conducted aboard
the NP"UTILUS dU:t:':1,ng other scheduled cruises off central
California.
Publi{;8.tions
Life Historv Studies on Ten S£ecies of Rockfish was published
as"Fl"sl"i 'B'unet:~in -IZ6:-A report on die CaliIornia animal
food fishery for the years 1961-62 was accepted for publication.
A special report on species composition of rockfish in 1962-
1963 California landings was completed for the Pacific
Marine Fisheries Commission.
Several other a.rticles on diverse topics such as crab tagging,
notes on rare and hybrid fish 3 cooperative midwater trawling,
rockfish stomach contents, and channel rockfish spawning were
published or Be epted for publication in biological journals.
POINT ARGUELLO SURVEY
The Department was successful in negotiating a contract with
the Bureau of Conrrnercial Fisheries for a study of the marine
resources of the Pt. Arguello area. This $24,000 grant came
from funds initially provided by the u.s. Atomic Energy
Commission. ~his money is financing a one year study which
will enable us to analyze sport and commercial catch records,
research cruise 10g5 9 kelp landings, and other source documents
to obtain a detailed inventory of a small section of the
California coast.
SPECIAL PROJECTS
Artificial ~ing Reefs
For the first time in California, or anywhere to our know-
ledge 3 an artificial reef was placed around a fishing pier.
This reef was financed with Wildlife Conservation Board funds,
which alse shared the cost of the pier with the City of
Imperial Beach. Exceptionally good fishing has resulted. An
accidental dropping of almost 2~000 tons of quarry rock by
the contractor also created an offshore "bonus" reef nearby.
An artificial offshore reef~ financed by the W.C.B. w'as
placed off Tc~rp.y Pines for San Diego County fishermen. Two
reefs~ also f1Danced by W.e.B. were installed south of
Huntimlgt;D!ll Beach for Orange County fishermen •
.§.ent.a Monica Bay Tra~l Stu.dy
Field work on this study was concluded and a final report
is in preparation. A new approach to an evaluation of the
effects of marine pollution is being sought.
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Aerial Sea Otter Survey
Three sea otter survey flights were made, in January, February
and May. The results of the survey, covering central
California and the Channel Islands, indicate a population
minimum of about 400 otters in the State.
Red Tide Meetings
The Department sponsored a meeting of California authorities
at Scripps Institution of Oceanography in September.
In October John G. Carlisle~ Jr. represented the Department
at the national Red Tide Symposium at St. Petersburg Beach,
Florida.
BIOSTATISTICS
Publications~
The following articles were published or are in press:
(1) The California Marine Fish Catch for 1962 - Fish
Bulletin 125.
(2) Statistical Circular 38 - Statistical Report of Fresh,
Canned~ Cured and Manufactured Fishery Products for the
Year 1963.
-
-
(3) The California Marine Fish Catch for 1963 - Fish Bulletin
129. (In press)
(4) A description of the statistical methods used to estimate
the pounds and numbers of salmon landed in California
was contained in a paper by Norman Abramson and Paul
Jensen, llStatistical Methods for Estimating California
Salmon Landings."
fomputer Program .Development:
(1)
(2)
(3)
BGC II~ a new and improved program for fitting von
Bertalanffy growth curves, was written.
Tables for each species caught in the block origins of
the Pt. A.rguello area were produced with an IBM 1401
computer. The tables assist in completion of the Atomic
Energy Contra,cto
AGECMP~ a program to compute the relative age composition
using the double sampling method with strati£ication by
length was developed. The program will find application
in analyzing the data collected.in a variety of age
sampling programs.
-(4)
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In addit.ion to those computer programs listed above,
many pre=existing progr.ams were used in a variety of
applications 9 such as computation of length-weight
curves s edit and analysis of albacore log book informa-
tion, and computation of growth curves.
Miscellanecus~
(1) Continued and increased assistance has been given to
scientific personnel of the Department. Assistance has
been given in the fields of data processing, programming
and mathematical and statistical methodology.
(2) Extensive analysis of shrimp cruise data resulted in a
decision to use a probability design for future shrimp
surveys. This will enable us to determine the precision
of relative abundance estimates of the several year
classes.
(3) A system for the collection of bait catch statistics
was incorporated into the existing data collection
procedure. Records of the 1963 catch were summarized
for Fish Bulletin 129.
GENERAL
Honors = ASIH
John E. Fitch was elected president of the Western Division,
American Society of Ichthyologists and Herpetologists, at
their annual meeting which was held in June this year at
Vancouver~ British Columbia.
,New §E.ec~,
During 1964~ John Fitch descr.ibed three species of fish from
the eastern Pacific Ocean which were new to science:
~iobat!~ long.~£~~ (as junior author to Dr. S. Applegate),
Seoastoaes E.'li!.!I!.E.si, and .Trachi.E.terus fukuzakii.
Publications
Marine Resources Operations maintained a busy publication
schedule in 1964~ three Fish Bulletins were published.
(1) Arr:ifie-ial habitat 'n the marine environment, by John
G. Car1isle~ Jr.~ Charles H. Turner, and Earl E. Ebert.
(2) The California Marine fish catch for 1962, by the
Biostatistical Section.
(3) Life history studies on ten species of rockfish
(genus Sebastodes) by J. B. Phillips.
Three Fish Bulletins were submitted to the printer:
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(1) An analysis of Califomia 9 s albacore fishery through
1961 3 by Harold B. Clemens and W. L. Craig.
(2) The California marine fish catch for 1963~ by the
Biostatisticsl Section.
(3) The stru,cture, development~ food relations, reproduction
and life history of the squid, Loligo opalescens Bary,
by William G. Fields.
and five manuscripts were received by the editor to process
for Fish Bulletins~
(1) Fish vertebral characters
(2) Barracuda
(3) White seabass
(4) Albacore longlining
(5) Kelp bed fishes
In addition 0", e booklet "Marine Baits of California" was
in the printerOs hands (should have been published) at
year 8 s end and manuscript for a second booklet "Marine
manunals of California" was ready to be sent the printer.
Fina1ly~ several housand (so it seems to the editor) lesser
mal1usc,I'ipts were proc essed and published in California Fish
and Game 9 C~ia9 Contrib.in Sci.~ LACM, BuIr. PMFC,
Crustac.eana, ~_Rep0E.t,i;"CCOFI Reports ~ Crui~eports,
~l1ReE.~,~_9 etc.
~erican Fisheries~~ci~!y
Roedel was elected Western Division member of the Nominating
Committee and was reappointed to the joint ASIH-AFS Names
of Fishes Commitee. He and Fitch attended the annual
meeting in Atlantic City where both presented papers and
also acted as chairman and discussion leader for the Marine
Fisheries Session.
Honors ~, NASA
.. _.•.
A meeting at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution in
Massachusetts was held which covered the feasibility of
conducting Oceanograph1.cexplorations from aircraft, manned
orbital and lunar laboratoriesB The week-long session was
attended by 126 ou.tstanding scientists including John L.
Baxter 9 su.pervi-sor of the Pelagic Fish Program. The
National AeroD:lutics and Space Administration was the sponsor-
ing agencyo The Department was invited because of its work
in conduc tiog aerial surveys of the California and Baj a
California coastlineo
Oceanic Coordinate Index
~~~ -.. ~
Publication of t:.his index j which is in large part the brain
-
-
child of Patricia Powell 9 began this year. Mrs. Powell is
closely associated with the project as associated editor and
consultant. Dr. Frances Clark is also a consultant while
Phil Roedel is a member of the editorial board. The Index
is meeting a very favorable reception. It is subsidized by
Mission Bay Research Foundation, which hopes, however, to
put it on a self sustaining basis ultimately.
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1. BOTTOMFISH
Ao Fishery
F1atfish.~ The trawl fleet fished only during early
Decemoer because of stormy weather. Landings were
comprised of English sole taken off San Francisco and
Santa Barbara and modest poundages of petrale and dover
sole from deep water ff Montara and the Eel River Canyon.
Rockfish~ The weather also affected rockfish landings.
LimTreo-poundages of bocaccio and chilipepper were landed
at central California ports. Only token landings of
channel rockfish were observed at Eureka.
B. Researc.h
Flatfish~ Compilations of dover~ Eng1ish~ and petra1e
age~rength composition of landings through 1963 at Eureka
were completed.
A report on flatfish tagging results during 1964 for
northern California was completed and revised. From 1962
tagging when 2 9 396 dover and 441 petrale sole were released
off Eureka 9 returns now total 707 dover (30%) and 157
pecrale (36%). Analysis of 1930=1958 English sole tagging
experiments were continued.
Inventory and demand statements were completed for the soles.
A note on the distribution of bigmouth sole was accepted
for publication in the quarterly •
.Rockfishg A revised key for California rockfishes is near
comPletion. Limited copies will be available for trial
use in the field. Inventory and demand statements for 12
species of rockfish and allied species were completed.
2. SHELLFISH
A. Fishery
Abalone~ A period of relatively calm weather enabled the
"aoarone fleet at Morro Bay to work almost the entire first
half of the month of December. Catches were about average,
ranging from l5~20 dozen per day, considering the time of
year; one dtver landed over 75 dozen one day and 55 dozen
the next. Abalones appeared to be in good condition,
bringing from $8000 to $11.50 per dozen to the divers.
Crab 3 San Francisco area crab landings have slowed down due
to decreased catches and stormy weather. Catches as high
as 700 pounds have been made by a few large vessels fishing
out of Bodega Bay. Crab shipments from Oregon during the
first part of the month sent prices paid to fishermen at San
-
-
-Francisco down from 42 cents to 22 cents per pound. The
current price is 28 cents.
The northern season (Eureka 3 Crescent City, and Fort Bragg)
opened December 15th. Dealers estimate 220,000 pounds of
crabs were received the first week. Best results came from
the area north-west of Humboldt Bar to off the Mad River in
15-28 fathoms. The current price to fishermen is 22 cents.
Oysters: Harvesting continued at high levels from all bays
during the month. The oysters are generally in good condition
and are being harvested largely from the 1961 and 1962 se~d
plantings. The company at Drakes Bay is unable to satisfy
the demand for oysters at the present time.
Shrimp: Season closed.
B. Research
Abalone: Dives were made in the Pt. Estero-Cambria area
in accordance with directions supplied by the Biostatistical
Section in an attempt to test the validity of a suggested
sampling method. Approximately 68 hours were spent under-
water. Twenty stations of the designated sample area were
covered before adverse weather forced the termination of the
survey.
Keith Cox returned from a vacation in Japan on December
5 after spending approximately one month visiting various
shellfish laboratories to learn details of techniques of
mass abalone culture. At three of the laboratories the
abalones spawned while Cox was present. He was able to
observe the entire process from pre-spawning conditioning,
care, and handling of the eggs and larvae through
metamorphosis to the benthic stage. A report of the trip
is being prepared for Departmental distribution.
Crab: Market and boat samples were obtained in the San
Francisco area. Male and female crabs were brought to the
Menlo Park laboratory and dissected for fertility studies.
Results from the pre-season survey in the Eureka-Crescent
City area indicate that the landings should be 4.75 million
pounds with a possible range of from 3.7 to 5.8 million
pounds. (This corrects the November report which gave the
most probable figure as 3.7 million pounds.) Humboldt Bay
tagging studies were continued during the month with 198
males tagged and released. One legal tagged crab was return-
ed from inside the bay without significant movement. A sub-
legal released during the N. B. SCOFIELD cruise was recovered
near the Humboldt Bay entrance.
Oysters and Clams: Bi-monthly samples of oysters were ob-
tained from companies at all oyster producing bays for
condition studies. Condition factors remain above 10 for
all bays except Tomales Bay.
European oysters from the BCF Laboratory at Milford,
Connecticut were placed in trays at Drakes and Tomales
Bays. The oysters were counted and measured (length,
width~ and depth). They will be re-counted and re-measured
every two months to determine survival and growth rates.
Samples of 1964 Canadian and Japanese seed of Pacific oysters
were counted and measured at Drakes and Tomales Bay.
Condition factors were also determined. Growth, survival
and condition were good.
ShEi1EE.~ At Eureka stomach analysis of Pacific hake and
arrowtooth flounder from the shrimp bed near Redding Rock
was completed. The fishes examined are being used as
indicator species in an effort to determine abundance and
growth rates of pink shrimp. Arrowtooth flounders are
showing a higher fr.equency of empty stomachs as winter
approaches. The Pacific hake remaining in the area continue
to feed upon the shrimp. Samples of fish taken as far
south a.s Humboldt Bar contained quantities of shrimp during
December. Shrimp were found in stomachs of fish caught as
deep as 185 fathoms off Eureka.
The shellfish program is on schedule.
3. POINT ARGUELLO SURVEY
Rough drafts of several short sections of the report have
been finished. A verbal progress report was presented
to an Atomic Energy Commission review board at University
of California., San Die.go ~ on December 8. The review board
was made up of 13 prominent scientists representing several
universi.ties, as well as the AEC, and covered the fields of
oceanography, biology~ ecologY9 geology, bio~chemistry, and
radiation biology.
The project leader diverted some time to administrative
duties of northern California investigations in the
absence of Dr. Orcutt during the latter part of December.
The project is proceeding on schedule.
4. PELAGIC FISH
A. Fishery
Sardi es~ Centr.al California sardine landings totaled 45
tens. Most of the fish landed were mixed with jack mackerel
and were c.aught between Cape San Martin and Morro Bay.
Southern California landings were approximately 85 tons with
th~ seasonas total now nearing 4~900 tons. Market deliver-
ies amount~d to about 5 tons. Most of the sardines landed
were mixed with mackerel and taken by lampara vessels fish-
ing close to shore between Los Angeles and Newport Beach.
-
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Mackerel~ Over 500 tons of jack mackerel caught south of
Cape San Martin~ were landed at Monterey Bay area
canneries. Landings included a small percentage of
Pacific mackerel.
Southern California cannery landings for jack mackerel
were approximately 3,600 tons. Most catches were made in
Santa Cruz and Anacapa Island waterso Pacific mackerel
cannery landings were less than 100 tons.
Anchovy: No landings were reported.
Live Bait:
B. Industry
Seasonally inactive.
Continued rain and wind during the last two weeks of December
kept central California fishing boats at anchor. Southern
California operations for mackerel and sardines were stopped
during the last half of the month due to price negotiations
between boat owners and canneries. This situation is normal
for this time of the year and is probably prompted by the
holiday season, general rough weather and perhaps cannery
backlogs.
C. Research
The majority of time was spent sampling sardine and mackere~
landings for age composition and catch origin as well as
reading sardine and anchovy scales.
Otoliths are being studied in order to establish the age
composition of the California catch of jack mackerel.
Work continued on Pacific mackerel manuscripts related to
age composition of the catch, the fishery, and fecundity.
The live bait program has been enlarged to include a study
of spawning habits. Methods of data recording have been
revised so the information can be more readily programmed
for computer analysis.
The yearly "Bait Newsletter ll , bait logs for 1965, and a
waterproof, standard block area chart were mailed to all
commercial live bait fishermen.
Aerial Surve¥: Anchovies were found at Santa Monica, Port
Hueneme and 1n the Morro Bay area during the two days flown
this month. Fish schools were generally close to shore.
Water and air visibilities were excellent with little red
tide or other water discolorations in evidence.
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Sea Surv~~ The last of five survey cruises covering the
C08:sts of-California .and Baja. California wa.s completed
during December. This cruise covered the area from San
Francisco to Point Conception. The effectiveness of the
survey in this area was greatly reduced by the presence of
large numbers of jellyfish and salps~ which prevented mid~
water trawling in most of the area. Periods of adverse
weather also curtailed activities in some locations. On
the other hand, several days of spectacularly good weather
allowed a rather thorough light-station coverage of at
least a portion of the area.
Anchovies were the most abundant species caught 3 showing up
in most of the trawl tows and at several light stations.
Most catches were small, indicating a thin scattering of
fish over a wide area. Two samples of live anchovies, one
from near Santa Cruz and one from off Pfeiffer Point, were
brought ba.ck to San Pedro for blood genetic studies by the
D. S. BCF. No sardines or Pacific mackerel~ and only a very
few jack mackerel were caught.
5. TUNA
A. Fishery
Alba2or~~ By mid~month, it appeared the 1964 albacore season
was enoed. Several vessels landed their catches~ but we
know of only a few that actually fished during December.
B. Research
The ninth albacore tag recaptured in the Japanese fishery
was returned this month. This is the first tag from
Japan since 19.59 and also the first from our joint tagging
project with the Mission Bay Research Foundation. This
albacore was released in September 1963, near Sixtymile
Bank and was recaptured 461 days later about 600 miles east
of Tok.yo. It traveled westerly a minimum distance of 4,270
miles &Q]d gai'oed '7 pounds during this period at liberty.
Decreased field activity permitted more laboratory time,
and as a result 9 over 70 percent of the 1»470 scale samples
collected this season have been read.
A sample of sand bass scales was processed for the Sport-
fish Invesrj,gation by the t.una scale technique. The
scales a.ppe,ared more rea.dable 9 indicating favorable resul ts.
Galley pre-of for Fish Bu.lletin 128 was received and the
monumen td,l c.ask of . roofrea.ding began.
A contribuLion to the Life Science Seminar series at
Fullerton JUDior College was presented by Bill Craig to
approximately 60 students and faculty members on December
10 .,=.=, the subjectz Tagging Tempera.te Tunas.
-
-
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C. Fishery
Bluefin~ Six tons of bluefin caught near Guadalupe Island
auring mid-November were landed December 28. The fish were
among the largest caught during 1964, ranging in weight
from 62 to 112 pounds.
On December 3, a local purse seiner sighted "lots of
Japanese longliners on Petrel Bank and Uncle Sam Bank". The
two banks are located near the Baja California coast about
580 miles south of Los Angeles.
D. Research
Processing of 1964 bluefin data continues on schedule.
All scale samples collected during 1964 have been processed
and read.
The 1964 vessel log abstracts are receiving final editing
prior to being key punched.
A paper describing the age composition of the 1963 and 1964
b1uefin catches is in preparation.
E. Personnel
Bob Bell will depart January 2 for Rome, Italy. He has
accepted a one-year contract with the Food and Agricultur~
Organization of the U. N. to study the tuna resources off
the coast of Kenya, Africa. His home base will be in
Mombasa. After a 10 day stay at FAO headquarters in Rome,
he will depart for Kenya with a short stop-over in Accra,
Ghana.
F. Miscellaneous
Marlin~ Two marlin tags from the Mission Bay Research
Founoation tagging program were returned to us this month.
Both were significant, since they represented the first
recoveries from marlin that had been marked and released
in California waters. One was released near San Clemente
Island on Oct. 20 and the other near Catalina Island on
October 6. Both were recaptured near Cape San Lucas within
a month by Japanese longliners.
6. SPORTF ISH
A. Pa;:tyboat
Resea.rch
Ninety~eight sand and spotted sand bass were tagged during
an all~day event staged by several angling clubs led by
the Newport: Seahorse Spin Fishing Club. Of 100 bass
tagged 6 months ago under the sponsorship of the Seahorse
Club ~ 18 h,ave been recovered ~ adding ffi.:lterially to our
knowledge of the migration habits of these fish. During
the 1964 summer and fall fishing season, 427 sand bass
were tagged from partyboats~ totaling 625 bass for the
yea,T.
Fishery
Approximately 1800 partyboat trip logs were received and
edited during November.
Partyboat anglers landed more bonito in 1964 than in any
other year on record. Approximately 1.25 million fish had
been tallied through November, topping the 1960 record
of L 20 million for the full year. Kelp and sand bass
contributed over a million fish to the partyboat angler -
the second best catch in 18 years -- 10 percent off the
1963 record. California halibut is within 8 percent of the
1948 record. An appreciable portion of this yearis catch
originated in the San Francisco Bay area~ which was not the
case in 1948.
Since 1956~ this has been the best year for salmon, but the
poorest for barracuda. Catch totals, of key marine species,
accumulated through November compare with 1963 and record
years as follows (000 omitted)g
-
Jhro~~h Novemb~r
Bonito
Kelp and Sand bass
Rockfish
Barracud8,
Calif. Halibut
Salmon
Yellowtail
Striped Bass~k
1964 1963 Record catch
l~247,(l964)
1~2l9,(1963)
2~037,(1955)
1,196~(1959)
143,(1948)
129,(1955)
457~(1959)
Not available
* San Pablo Bav and delta area striped bass included in
1964 total, but not in 1963.
B. (~~m~r~~eh~~i~l Studie~f Coastal §Eortfis~
During the: mm:n:;h dives were conduc ted on the artificial reef s
off Hermosa Beach and Malibu to note changes in the numbers
CD ki.nds of :invertebrates and fishes present. Of the sport-
£1.5h species:> kelp bass:> sand bass ~ and sculpin were
particularly abundant at Ma1ibu~ but only sculpin were
abundant at Hermosa Beach. The Ma,libu reef and two of the
reefs off Huntington Beach are currently supporting a modest
co:rrnnercial fishe.ry fO'I: sculpin.
--
The annual diving checkout of project divers was conducted
by a Safety Board member 9 Warden Hugh Thomas 3 in Santa
Monica Bay. Unfortunately Ebert was unable to dive, due to
illness» and will ha.ve to be checked out later.
A planned deep water (60=to lOO~foot) fish collecting
expedition in the San Simeon area, in cooperation with D.C.L.A.
was cancelled due to inclement weather.
Work continued on our t1Artificial Reef Ecology" manuscript;.
The rough draft has virtually been completed and editing was
started on several sections.
Summaries of project jobs were completed and sent to D. J.
Coordination, for inclusion in the Science Information
Exchange sponsored by the Smithsonian Institution.
C. Blue Rockfish Management Study (DJ F19R-4)
Routine partyboat and skiff sampling was conducted from
Princeton to Avila. Fish trapping was conducted at
Monterey piers, off Pacific Grove and at Santa Cruz point.
Gonads and scales were taken from blue rockfish at Monterey,
Princeton, and MOrro Bay.
Miller spoke to 38 students at Santa Cruz High School and 35
students at Soquel High School about marine biology during
the first week of December. These lectures were part of
these school's career week program.
Serology studies continued.
D. Southern California Marine Sport Fish Survey (~J F20R)
Project personnel have completed the skiff and yacht survey
as of the end of this month. The results will be analyzed
to estimate the total catch by species and effort of fisher-
men in this sport fishery. We hope to develop a Fortran
program to handle the estimation procedures.
We have begun to collect basic information on the areas of
concentration of surf fishermen so that we may initiate a
survey on this sport fishery as well.
A short paper entitled "Southern California Marine Sport-
fish Survey ~ Some Methods and Preliminary Results" was
published in the Proceedings of the Western Association of
Fish and Game Commissioners, 1964.
We have answered several requests by the Wildlife Conservation
Board and Special Projects for information from our Pier and
Jetty Survey of 1962.
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7. SPECIAL PROJECTS
A. Southern. Californi,a.~ The annual Pismo clam census was con-
ouctea rrom-necemne.r l7~20. Census takers this year were
Fitch 9 Carlisle:; Young and Poole. The best set since 1946
occurred during 1964 at Pismo Beach. It was one of the 10
best sets in the 40 year history of the census. There is
no suc.h e~couragi'ng news for Morro Bay, where digging (in
waist=deep water) is dependant on clams older than 19 years.
At all beaches including Morro Bay a legal limit of clams
could be dug in waist deep water during a good minus tide
in 30 minutes or less.
ConsiderabIe, time. was spent on a rush-job of evaluating
artificial reef proposals for fishing piers and meeting
with Chet Hart of W.e.B. and various local officials in
southern Ca,lifornia. Piers from Huntington Beach to
Gaviota were given quick checks.
Plans are being made to install WoC.B. financed offshore
reefs near Ventu.ra and Oceanside.
The remaining time available to the project was spent on
the Santa Monica Bay trawl data and seismic and red tide
problems.
B. Northern Californiag lbe regular stations of the San
~ci'sco Bay seuoy were routinely sampled from the
NAUTILUS. Also 33 mud samples were gathered from the bay
bottom south of Dumbarton Bridge for a study of sources of
duck foodo
The thermograph at Lawson 8 s Landing on Tomales Bay was
removed and delivered to the makers shop for repairo
Twelve. sli.ding ja,w calipers of plastic were made for the
~rab study at Eureka.
8. BIOSTATISTICS
A. Data Processing
.Regu!.e.L Re2.£,E!.§. ~
Statistical reports summar~z~ng the September landings and
shipme\TIts wer-e completed.
November ;armery and processor reports were completed and
the tun\~. d'1Jd sa.rdi.!!e case pack letters were distributed 0
Reports showL,g the October and November marine partyboat
catch were prepared and the letters summarizing the results
were distribu. ed.
Pacifi Mac:l:terel III reports for August were tabulated.
-
and Morro Bay
of fish
Most of the
-
-
Special Report~.:
A special report summar~z~ng game species by county of kill
was prepared for Daly Gilsenan, G~~e Management Branch.
The abalone landings in San Luis Obispo County for 1954
through 1963 were compiled for Mr. H. Anderson, Deputy
Director.
Total landings and value of catch by area for 1963 and
landings for January through September 1964 were tabulated
for Mr. C. Fullerton, Wildlife Protection Branch.
Work in Progress:
Editing completed for October and November fish receipts.
December market and cannery receipts are being processed.
Field:
Fish dealers in Ventura, Santa Barbara, Avila,
were visited. Problems concerning the editing
receipts and processor reports were resolved.
month was spent in the office or on vacation.
B. Technical Assistance and Biometrical Analysis
Statistical and Mathematical Analysis:
An estimator of mean number of shrimp per haul, by age
group, was developed. An unbiased estimator could not be
obtained since the number of shrimp in each haul must be
estimated from the ratio of total haul weight to mean weight
per shrimp. This statistical problem can be overcome only
if a suitable gear is developed which will make catches small
enough to allow complete enumeration. The problem, incidenta~ly,
is common to all sea survey work aimed at estimating a count
or relative count.
9. BIOLOGICAL NOTES
During 1964, 26 fishermen brought or sent an assortment of
items, mostly fish, to Calif. State Fisheries Laboratory
for identification. In addition to fish, there were squids,
octopi, barnacles, snails, sponges, and a clam. Most of
these represented rarely-caught or seldom-seen species, some
represented new records of one sort or another, and others
were freaks or otherwise oddly shaped or put together.
A Mexican rockfish, Sebastodes macdonaldi, at 26 inches and
11 1/2 pounds~ representea a new maximum size for the species,
as did a pelagic octopus Ocythoe tuberculata. On the other
hand, a 51-inch long stripeQ marlin (caught south of
Acapulco) at 7 1/2 pounds was the smallest marlin ever caught
in the eastern Pacific Ocean.
Each contributing fisherman received an informative letter
thanking him for bringing us the specimen~ and giving him
whatever details about the beast and its life history that
we were able to find out. Several fishermen contributed
more than one oddity during the year.
10. VESSELS
ALASKA
From the first through the fifteenth, the ALASKA conducted
Pelagic Fish studies in the waters off central California.
On the 28th~ the vessel entered Harbor Boat Building Co. for
her annual overhaul. Days scheduled~ 16; Days operated~ 15
(work completed in time to arrive San Pedro evening of
the 15th) 0
N. B. SCOFIELD
--..-..-.-'
From the first through the sixteenth, the vessel was secured
to berth 56;» San Pedro. On the 16th and 17th, the SCOFIELD
conducted a Halibut study off San Pedro Bay. On the 28th
the vessel entered Harbor Boat Building Co. for planned
rehabili tation and annual overhaul. Day scheduled ~ 15;
Day operated~ 2 {N.B. SCOFIELD was originally scheduled to
act as mother ship to aba.lone boat MOLLUSK. At later date
it was discovered-that MOLLUSK could do the job alone and
the SCOFIELD was made ava.i1ab1e for much needed maintenance.
NAUTILUS
The NAUTILUS completed 12 days of Delta and San Francisco
Bay Study. Days scheduled~ 13 9 Days operated~ 12 (DeltaStudy completed~ work one day ahead of schedule).
MOLLUSK
The MOLLUSK conducted two weeks Abalone Study off Morro Bay
area. Days scheduledg 15; Days operatedg 15.
11. MISCEL~~EOUS
-
-
November 28 Cox spoke to the Japanese Underwater
Society Dolphins in Tokyo on sport diving
in Ca.lifornia~ with Dr. T. Ino serving
as interpreter. While in Japan Cox was
interviewed by Dr. Ino 3 who is Research
Officer~ Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry~ regarding the California
abalone fishery for a special fishermen's
broadcast transmitted over the ministry's
shortwave radio station.
December 2
December 3
December 4
December 7
December 8
December 8
December 10
December 10
December 11
December 15
December 15-16
December 16
December 17
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Mr. August Krutzsch of San Diego visited
Menlo Park to discuss growing eastern
oysters in Mission Bay.
Five students from San Jose State College
visited the Terminal Island Laboratory.
The program leaders presented information
on the various projects.
Gotshall spoke to the Commercial Fisheries
class of Humboldt State College on the
California crab fishery.
Carlisle attended Huntington Beach City
Council meeting to discuss pier reef.
Meeting with Humble Oil Co. personnel to
discuss seismic operations, CSFL (Carlisle,
Kaneen).
Best attended meeting of AEC contract
review board at D.C.S.D.
Jim Messersmith met with Robert Wolf at
La Jolla to discuss a sardine manuscript.
Dr. Shipley brought a group of Long Beach
State College students to the T.I. Lab.
Santa Monica Nature Club illustrated talk
on project activities (Ebert).
Roedel met with representatives of the
San Francisco area fresh fish brokers and
the U.S. BCF (Don Johnson) to discuss
state-federal relationships with particular
reference to Bartlett Bill expenditures.
Greenhood attended Planning meeting in
Sacramento.
Roedel, Orcutt, Petrich and Gates surveyed
the patrol boat ALBACORE in Sausalito.
All agreed that the vessel would not be
suitable for research work of the type
conducted in the SCOFIELD and ALASKA.
Aplin attended hearing of Regional Water
Pollution Control Board at Oakland. Progress
report on pollution control south of
Dumbarton Bridge was given and Bolinas Bay
was formally closed to sewage disposal.
December 18
December 21
December 28
December 29
December 29
December 29
December 29
December 30
B. Personnel~
December 2
December 4
~~Phil M. Roedel
Manager
jg/85
General MOtors Defense Research Labora-
tories~ Goleta. Meeting with General
Motors s U.C. Santa Barbara~ Santa
Barbara Sanitary Engineers~ Water Pollu-
tion Control Board and Fish and Game
personnel to discuss pollution problems
in the Santa Barbara area (Turner, Given,
Ebert).
Baxter met with the CalCOFI Committee at
La. Jolla.
Carlisle met with Hart~ Dowd (State Beach~R
and Parks)~ and local and county of£icia~
to discuss pier reefs, Ventura and Santa
Barbara areas.
Carlisle. discussed artificial reef installa-
tion with Mr. Kerrigan~ Ventura.
Carlisle discussed pollution and kelp
problems with Drs. Davenport and Neushul,
University of California~ Santa Barbara.
Jiro Nishimoto, U.S.F.W.S.~ Auke Bay,
Alaska~ "Jerry~" a former employee, now
heads the Auke Bay labas observation
program of Japanese bottomfish vessels
operating in the northeastern Pacific.
He discussed their program with several
staff members and showed slides of fish
taken by Japanese vessels.
Young met with Clinton Hull regarding a
story on Paralabrax for a national
magazine.
W.S. Thompson of the Bartell Corp. met
with Baxter and Wood to discuss the Net
Sonde and other electronic. devices.
Joyette M. Falcone, appointed IBM Key
Pu.nch Operator.
Peter Isaacson~ Aquatic Biologist I,
separated.
_.
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-SPORTFISH PROGRAM
Environmental and Behavioral Studies of Coastal Sport Fish
(DJ F22R)
PERSPECTIVE
The Department's recently completed intensive study of artificial
reefs, as a means of improving sport fishing (DJ Project F-17-R,
Ocean Fish Habitat Development), has pointed out the paucity of
knowledge concerning the environment and behavior of many local
sport fishes, particula.rly reef-dwelling species. Until the recent
development of SCUBA, these species could not be adequately observ-
ed in their natural environs, and the make·..up of this rocky sub-
tidal area was virtually unknown. Wise management of these species
must be based upon a fuller knowledge of their environmental
requirements and their behavioral patterns. This project, begun
in July 1964, and financed jointly by the Department and the
Federal Government (Federal Aid to Fish Restoration) was designed
to obtain this information.
OBJECTIVE
Primarily, diving surveys will be conducted to further our know-
ledge of the environmental requirements of various reef-dwelling
sport fishes and their behavior in these areas. Secondarily,
assistance will be given outside organizations or agencies in
selecting suitable areas for any artificial reef they may wish to
finance.
WORK PLAN
During the coming 3 year period, work will be conducted upon:
(i) movements of reef~dwelling game fishes, (ii) ecological
studies of the rocky subtidal, (iii) sport fish behavioral studies,
(iv) rocky subtidal invertebrates and possible food chains, and
(v) artificial reef, site selection and survey.
Finding from these studies will be prepared for publication in
suitable scientific journals.
Project Personne~~
Charles H. Turner, Narine Biologist III - Diving Officer,
Project direction, data analysis, diving surveys and underwater
photography.
Earl E. Ebert 3 Narine Biologist II, Diver, fish behavior and
ecology.
Robert R. Given, ~mrine Biologist II, Diver, invertebrate
taxonomy and ecology.
Prepared by Charles Turner, ~ovember 1964.
